Abstract. Due to next-generation sequencing (NGS) technology, genome sequencing is able to process much more data at low cost. In NGS data analysis, the mapping of sequences into a reference genome takes the largest amount of time to process. Although the Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (BWA) tool is one of the most widely used open-source software tools to align read sequences, it is still limited in that it does not fully support multi-thread mechanisms during the alignment steps. In this paper, we propose a BWA-MT tool, evolved from BWA but supporting multi-thread computation, designed to fully utilize the underlying multi-core architecture of computing resources. By using multi-thread computation, BWA-MT can significantly shorten the time needed to generate an alignment for single-end read sequences. Meanwhile, it generates an identical Sequence Alignment Map (SAM) result file as BWA. To evaluate BWA-MT, we use an evaluation system equipped with twelve cores and 32 GB memory. As a workload, we used the hg19 human genome reference sequence and various numbers of read sequences from 1M to 40M. In our evaluation, BWA-MT displays up to 3.7 times faster performance and generates an identical SAM result file to BWA. Although the increased speed might be dependent on computing resources, we confirm that BWA-MT is highly efficient and effective.
Introduction
Since the human genome project has been successfully conducted, genome sequencing technology has rapidly developed. Due to the evolution of NGS technology, it now takes less than a week to analyze the entire genome of a person. Additionally, the speed of data generation has increased with decreased cost, compared to more traditional methods. This explosive production of genome data has initiated a paradigm change in life science research.
In NGS data analysis, the mapping of read sequences into a reference genome is one of the crucial processes. This alignment analysis, however, engenders the highest cost in terms of time and computing resource consumption. To cope with NGS alignment analysis, various alignment software tools such as BWA [1] , ELAND (Cox, 2007, unpublished material), MAQ [2] , BOWTIE [3] , and SOAP [4] have been proposed. All of them utilize indexing mechanisms to minimize execution time, and can be largely classified into hash table indexing mechanisms and suffix tree indexing mechanisms. Among them, BWA, BOWTIE, and SOAP2 are well known to achieve the highest mapping quality and performance by using the Burrows-Wheeler Transformation (BWT) algorithm [5] .
Currently, BWA, an open source software, is one of the most widely used tools for whole genome alignment. The alignment process of BWA is divided into two parts: (1) mapping (BWA aln) and (2) alignment generation (BWA samse/sampe). In step (1), BWA determines suffix array (SA) coordinates for each read sequence using the pre-determined BWT index of reference genome sequences. This step of BWA allows the utilization of multiple threads to enhance performance and requires a relatively short processing time. The results are stored in the Suffix Array Index (SAI) file format. Based on the information acquired in step (1), the SAI file can be converted into actual genomic coordinates; BWA generates the output into the SAM file format through step (2) . Unfortunately, because this step does not support multi-thread mechanisms, it cannot fully utilize the underlying computation resource such as multi-core processors and therefore takes substantial time to process.
Although pBWA [6] was proposed to address this issue, it is a tool based on the OpenMPI framework [7] for the parallelization of computation. It is fundamentally different from our approach in that it aims to parallelize computation to multiple computing nodes, rather than to utilize multi-core processor architecture. Moreover, since pBWA runs on the OpenMPI framework, the compilation and environment setup of pBWA can be significant obstacles for biological scientists who are not computer system engineers. Primarily, the analysis results are largely different from that of BWA in terms of mapping quality and rate.
In this paper, we design and implement a BWA-MT tool which supports multi-thread computation for the samse step. Thanks to multi-threading, BWA-MT can fully utilize multi-core processors and significantly shorten the necessary time to generate alignment data. Although the performance enhancement is dependent on computing resources and the number of read sequences, BWA-MT shows better performance by a magnitude of 3.7 in our evaluation and generates exactly an identical SAM result file as that generated by BWA.
Design and implementation
The samse step of BWA is reimplemented to support multi-thread computation. Our approach is to split read sequences into several subsets and process each subset on each individual thread. This approach is similar to the processing mechanism of BigData frameworks such as MapReduce [8] and Hadoop [9] . In general, they divide an entire input data stream into many segments and allocate jobs to process them using a multi-core processor and multiple nodes in parallel. Due to this parallelization mechanism, they can achieve high machine utilization and performance throughput. BWA-MT splits long read sequences into several subsets according to the number of threads set by a user. The threads then perform processing independently and concurrently.
Figures 1 and 2 depict the comparison of core alignment generation algorithms between BWA and BWA-MT. The bwa_sai2sam_se_core is a core function which generates alignment in BWA. First, it reads a certain amount of alignment (01-04) and converts it into sequence coordinates by labelling it the bwa_cal_pac_pos function (06). Then, it refines gapped alignments (07) and finally converts result into the SAM file format (09-10). These processing steps are reiterated until all input read sequences are processed. Unfortunately, this algorithm and implementation are designed to use only with a single processor core. Alternatively, in the algorithm of BWA -MT, the bwa_sai2sam_se_core function creates threads named se_worker. According to the number of threads, the size of a read sequence subset is pre-determined, and each thread is launched with a data structure to support each read sequence subset. The se_worker function defines the function of a thread and performs similar computation to that of BWA.
In this processing mechanism of BWA-MT, there are two data dependency points due to the implementation of BWA. The first data dependency point is the access of the BWT index. Because the alignment generation has to reference the BWT index of reference sequences, BWA-MT must access and retain the reference information before launching each thread. Later, the BWT index stored in memory can be shared among threads. The second data dependency point is to record computation results in the SAM file format. Since this process should be ordered, BWA-MT retains each of the results in memory until all threads accomplish their function. In the final stage, BWA-MT writes them, in order, into the SAM file format.
Evaluation
To evaluate BWA-MT, we use an evaluation system equipped with twelve cores and 32 GB memory. The version of BWA is 0.7.5a, and BWA-MT is evolved from the same version. Table 1 shows the reference and read sequences used in our evaluations. The read sequences were retrieved from YH database [10] and NCBI [11] ; we chose seven of them to vary the number of read sequences. For comparison, we run BWA and pBWA with the same option parameters. All evaluations of BWA-MT and pBWA are performed using one thread per core on twelve cores. Each evaluation result includes the execution time of the samse step (alignment generation). Figure 3 illustrates the execution time results of BWA, pBWA, and BWA-MT for each data set. The y-axis denotes the execution time and the speed of the samse step. The x-axis is the read sequences utilized (also shown in Table 1 ); the length of each read sequence is 35 bp. As shown in Figure 3 , the performance enhancement of BWA-MT surpasses that of BWA by a maximum magnitude of 3.7. As the number of read sequences increases, the performance gap also increases as the computation portion of the samse increase simultaneously. This shows that the multi-thread processing of BWA-MT can achieve a greater performance gap. pBWA shows a slightly longer execution time than that of BWA-MT due to the communication and barrier mechanism of the OpenMPI framework.
Execution time

Memory consumption
To compare memory consumption among systems, the peak memory utilization is measured as shown in Figure 4 . BWA-MT consumes more memory than BWA by 40%. This is caused by the multi-thread mechanism that retains the computation results of each thread until the completion of all thread computations; the memory consumption is unavoidable to order to serialize the output SAM file. In our evaluation, the additional memory overhead is negligible for high performance computing at less than 3 GB. Furthermore, the memory consumption of pBWA is much larger; DS.C requires more than 19 GB of memory, which is almost three times the magnitude of memory consumed by BWA. Figure 5 shows the scalability of BWA-MT. This evaluation utilizes DS. G. and the read length is 100 bp. The number of reads is differentiated for each experiment and the y-axis denotes the execution time and the speed of the samse step. As shown in Figure 5 , the execution time of BWA increases linearly as the number of read sequences increases; however, BWA-MT is less sensitive to changes in the number of read sequences. The increased speed of 40 M read sequences using BWA-MT is more than twice the magnitude of BWA, and this trend increases as the number of reads increases.
Scalability
Confidence
In each workload run, the difference between the SAM results file of BWA and that of BWA-MT is compared by using diff command. We confirm that the two SAM results are identical, leading us to conclude that BWA-MT has the same alignment mapping quality and rate as BWA. In our evaluation, the mapping rates of datasets are 41~94%, and the percentages of multi-mappers are 0.18~0.21%. The mapping rates and the percentages of multi-mappers can differ according to datasets and BWA running options. According to this analysis, BWA-MT provides an identical SAM output to that of BWA and, consequently, produces identical confidence results.
Simultaneously, the SAM file results of pBWA are significantly different from that of BWA. Because pBWA generates multiple SAM files for a read sequence file, file outputs cannot be directly compared. For further analysis, we artificially merged the sequential results files of pBWA and discovered many mismatched alignments in the SAM result files. In the case of DS.F, the 477,056 (9.4%) alignments are mismatched.
Conclusion and discussion
In this paper, we propose the effectiveness of a BWA-MT tool, evolved from BWA, supporting multi-thread computation. It is designed to fully utilize the underlying multi-core architecture of computing resource. By using multi-thread computation, BWA-MT can significantly shorten the necessary time to generate alignment for single-end read sequences. Simultaneously, BWA-MT generates the same SAM result file as that generated by BWA. Confidence is significant in that most BWA users are highly sensitive about mapping quality and rate, since they provide crucial information for data analysis. We believe that BWA-MT has the potential to be highly useful to the biological scientist because of its increased speed, with the same confidence level of BWA. The only known limitation to BWA-MT is that it cannot yet process paired-end read sequences using multi-thread computation. Therefore, we plan to parallelize the sampe step of BWA for paired-end read sequences and to carry out further optimization in future work. 
